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Our collective unconscious brings us into a time of sudden change that can be a joyous awakening, a 
cataclysmic revolution, or a mixture of both, depending on one’s positioning and posture in the midst 
of upheaval. Kali, Black Goddess of time and change, represents a wild, sudden transformation that 
disrupts the status quo.  In traditional tarot, this energy is embodied in the Tower card. When enough 
souls agree that it’s time for change, familiar structures of falsehood in our world begin to crumble. 
This can be marked by physical destruction, emotional unhinging, or psychic dismemberment. Kali 
does not ask permission; her brand of change is initiated on a subconscious level, bypassing our 
rational, reasoning conscious mind. Fiercely revered but seldom invoked, the Tower answers our 
primal call for freedom. As we reach this point of mid-summer, we may find our complacent selves 
uprooted and overthrown without warning.

Ready or not, here She comes, wielding her supremely efficient brand of enlightenment; the gift you 
didn’t know you wanted. In the coming weeks, tend to your vibration mindfully, weeding out pockets of 
complaint and dissatisfaction. Complaining, nitpicking, criticizing, grumbling, murmuring, and find fault 
will be considered an invitation to have your life purged at a moment’s notice. Be forewarned: when 
what you’ve embraced begins to bind you, and restrict your natural inner movement, Kali energy 
begins to stir.

Search yourself for falsehoods you may have tolerated at the beginning of the year, and relinquish 
them voluntarily. Seek the truth and it will come. Don’t seek the truth and it will come anyway, but it 
will feel much more disruptive. 

Lies, falsehood, deceit, and denial of who you really are cannot remain in Kali’s presence. For the 
next six weeks you have a chance to wipe your slate clean, and then begin then anew at Autumn 
Equinox. Take this valuable opportunity to be wrangled by the Black Mother who seeks only to free 
you from self-imposed and internalized prisons. Observe liars in the public arena begin to squirm 
uncomfortably as the season progresses and give thanks that you were forewarned and are therefore, 
forearmed.  Prepare to rebuild—from the ground up and the inside out. Leave out anything that does 
not reflect your chosen reality. Seek and uphold: natural beauty, inherent worth, organic action, and 
the integrity of personal alignment with your own truths.
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“Ready or not, 
here She 
comes…”


